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In 2022, the TONIC coin of the Tectonic has seen some significant price fluctuations due to its
popularity.  There seems to be constant activity in the cryptocurrency industry as new tokens and
cryptocurrencies are introduced on a daily basis. Grimace Coin, a cryptocurrency created in
response to a tweet from McDonald’s, experienced a meteoric rise in January.

In light of the recent uptick in the price of TONIC, let’s have a look at what Tectonic is.

 

Tectonic Crypto, Explained
You can act as a lender or a lender of liquidity on the Tectonic platform. To put it plainly, it’s a
platform that facilitates lending and borrowing between different blockchains. Users can earn
attractive yield and passive income using Tectonic crypto’s decentralized lending and borrowing
platform.

The native cryptocurrency of the site, TONIC, experienced yet another significant increase in
January, peaking at 0.0000012 on the 30th. In the previous week, it had dropped to $0.00000041.
(via CoinMarketCap). To put that in perspective, TONIC has dropped by more than 75% from its All-
Time High of $0.000004029, reached shortly after its December 2021 introduction and then
collapsing.

If you supply assets to the Tectonic Crypto system, you can earn income on your holdings without
having to actively manage them. In addition, it enables investors to leverage their short-term trading
view by borrowing cryptocurrency.

Users can participate in initial coin offering (ICO) bonding without selling their original
cryptocurrency holdings, giving them access to extra coins for a variety of uses.
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Why Tectonic Price Increase?
Recent improvements in terms of listing and community interest can be credited with the Tectonic
Crypto token increase. Getting listed on reputable exchanges like Crypto.com and Hotbit has been a
big boost for the token’s credibility and growth in the cryptocurrency market. The rising token price
may be attributable, in part, to the flurry of recent user engagement.

In addition, the network is not leaving any promotional avenues unexplored. A forthcoming Tectonic
Coin giveaway has been announced, and Tectonic has given airdrop pictures that have now gone
viral on social media.

Recently, the tectonic crypto unveiled their 2022 roadmap, revealing some significant upcoming
changes to their crypto system.

Some of the major components of the revised plan that are scheduled to be implemented by the end
of Q4 2022 are the maturity lock vaults, the reward bounty, the market insights, and the
rewards/token visibility.

Sneak peek to our updated roadmap� pic.twitter.com/vmw8x4l5ak

— Tectonic.cro (@TectonicFi) July 7, 2022

The price of $TONIC has risen by 61% in the past 48 hours, which could be due in part to the fact
that the new road map is seen as ambitious by many crypto fans. Token price increased by 1.51% to
$0.0000001951 at the time of writing.

What’s up Tectonians �! As promised, happy to reveal our updated roadmap ahead �️.
Check out this article for more!https://t.co/XON5XpfyLh pic.twitter.com/4iBRR6caqf

— Tectonic.cro (@TectonicFi) July 8, 2022

The tectonic team issued a warning to its users a week ago about a phony airdrop effort inspired by
the recent success of the $TONIC coin. Users should be wary of such phony efforts, the team warned
its investors, and they are not holding any sort of airdrop.
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Hi Tectonians �

�It has come to our attention that there is a fake airdrop campaign being conducted in
our name and we are in no way associated with the campaign host nor the campaign. We
are also not hosting any airdrop campaigns at the moment. Stay safe fam �

— Tectonic.cro (@TectonicFi) July 22, 2022

The phenomenon known as “fear of missing out” (FOMOing) suggests that a large number of
potential investors will try to get in on TONIC before any expected future growth. If you’re
considering investing in the cryptocurrency market, whether it be TONIC or another coin, you
should do your homework beforehand.

� $TONIC airdrop snapshot was successfully completed on 22 January at around
11:51am UTC, Cronos block #1139888.

The airdrop will happen some time in mid-February, further details on snapshot results
and airdrop distribution will be announced nearer to the airdrop date.

— Tectonic.cro (@TectonicFi) January 24, 2022

 

How to Purchase Tectonic Crypto (TONIC)?
Coins of the TONIC variety can be purchased on exchanges like Gate.io, Uniswap, Pancakeswap, and
Crypto.com. In order to purchase TONIC, please proceed as follows on the cryptocurrency exchange
of your choice.

Go to the exchange of your choosing and associate your wallet’s address with it in order to buy
the coin.
Invest in Ether, Binance smart currency, or Dogecoin to guarantee a smooth TONIC trade
using these exchanges.
Pay for the TONIC with any of the aforementioned cryptocurrencies.
You can use the TONIC currencies in future transactions if you keep them in your wallet.
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